Abstract er investigates the model order selection problem for use with the multidimensional autore-R) process in airborne radar detection processing which uses an Innovations Based Detection BDA). Results indicate that a low order model should be used to accurately portray the spectrum. Specifically, this paper investigates the use of the Akaike Information Criterion ier selection. Examples are included for physically modeled data sets as well as actual radar
INTRC

IUCTION
ling using autoregressive processes has been used extensively in the literature for various le univariate case as well as in the multivariate case (Kay, 1988) (Jones, 1974) (Nuttall, iterature discussing the application of multidimensional autoregressive (MAR) processes is borne RADAR target detection application (Michels, 1991) . Noticeably absent is guidance tions for model-order selection for this application. In this research order selection and IAR processes to airborne RADAR surveillance target detection is investigated.
ie MAR structure to model the processes associated with airbur ne RADAR surveillance ie fact that a target return maybe considered as an impulse in its frequency domain. Since is spectral peaks may be well-modeled by AR processes (Kay, 1988) , then it is not difficult AAR process with a specified order could be used for model-based target detection. Initial xervations are presented herein, as well as in (LeBlanc, 1996) and (Michels, 1998) ; such J that the order demanded for such an application is relatively low. This is a critical point eillance RADAR applications since detection algorithms must be feasible to implement in nited computational resources. aspect of MAR processes i s the determination of the model order. For the most part, the node1 order dictates how well model will foll0~7 the true spectrum. A model order that is se spurious peaks in the frequency response as well as a high parameter variance. A too will cause unwanted smoothing of the exhibiting spectrum (Kay, 1988) . Both cases (too will adversely affect detection performance Several researchers have introduced criteria for for specific scenarios (Akaike, 1971) 
RADAR TARGET DETECTION/MAR PROCESS
In general, the airborne surveillance radar target detection consists in determining whether a target is present or not in a large number of range cells. Additionally, if a target is present, estimating its speed and range is desired. This problem has been studied extensively since the conception of RADAR technology; however, new methods continue to appear in the literature. A driving force behind continued research in this problem is that there is always the need to detect the target faster, cheaper (economically and/or computationally) and more accurately as well as robustly.
A received RADAR return at the J element array for range cell m can be represented in matrix form as,
where N is the number of pulses in a coherent processing interval (CPI). In general, each signal component, s,(n), at the ith array element and at time n is equal to
where s ( n ) is the target return reflection, j ( n ) is a possible jammer, e(.) is clutter reflection, and ~( n ) is a white noise component. The covariance matrix R,,(k) of signal z is the J x J matrix
A MAR process can be described by the following equation
are the complex feedback parameter matrices, X ( n ) E (CJ is the data vector, and U ( n )
is a multichannel white input process whose autocorrelation function satisfies &%(IC) = C b ( k ) , where C is the variance of the process. Notice that this type of modeling can also be viewed as an innovation process.
The idea behind IBDA is that the prediction filter coefficients A ( k ) would contain information about the received signal (clutter, jamming, signal), and hence a detection test could be based upon the achieved parameterization of the A ( k ) s . A solution for finding the set of MAR parameters { A ( k ) , 1 5 k 5 p } is by solving the multidimensional Yule-Walker equations. The estimated driving covariance matrix is given as follows
where X ( n ) is the forward prediction define as X ( n ) = -E:=, A ( k ) X ( n -k ) . Notice that the prediction error power, here called P E P , is equal to the trace of 2 and the off diagonals elements correspond to the (spatial correlation) cross-correlation of the driving noise.
MULTIDIMENSIONAL AR MODEL ORDER
The AICfor real MAR processes was first introduced by Akaike in (Akaike, 1971) and is one of the model order indicators most cited. The AIC criterion for real MAR processes (Kay, 1988 ) is given by A I C ( p ) = Nln(lIfII) + 2 J 2 p (6) ode1 order, 2 is the pth order estimate of the prediction error covariance matrix, J is the els, and (1 . (1 indicates the determinant operation. Notice that since (6) was developed for application to the multichannel airborne radar problem (with complex signals) is not (Nuttall, 1976) presented an upper bound on the model order usable with the
For the present the model order return data sets upper bound short and comp realizations of but at the expense as an indicator work, (7) can also be interpreted as a relation between the prediction error power and for a specific data length. The prediction error power simulations for independent radar presented in the next section verify this relation and show that AIC results for p above this should be used cautiously. For the present airborne radar case, a typical return data length is .ex, thus limiting the usefulness of the AIC. The experimental simulations with independent return data also show that for large model order there is a reduction in prediction error power of parameter variance. This leads to large prediction error power and thus could serve for model order selection. Figure 1 show order is usually concave behavicr upper bound. upper bound for should be used simulations are presented for the prediction error power, model order selection, for independent data realizations of modeled data as well as actual radar data Radar Measurement (MCARM) project. The simulated return data were Scientific Studies Corporation (Roman, 1996) . The parameters used in AICplots for simulated data of lengths 64, 128, 200, and 550. In general, the proper model that which minimizes the AIC; however, notice that these figures do not show the expected for the AIC curves. These AIC curves are better explained in conjunction with the Nuttall Notice that for the 64 points data set the minimum AIC is 8, while on the contrary the Nuttall this data set dictates that the order do not exceed 1.7. This is indicative that the AIC cautiously for such short data sets. 
C O M P~~T E R SIMULATIONS
PEP FOR INDEPENDENT REALIZATIONS
Due to the limitations of the AIC, an alternative means of deciding model order follows. Model order selection information can be extracted from analysis of the Nuttall upper bound and the prediction error power (PEP) of independent data realizations. Figures 2, 3 , 4, and 5 show the prediction error power for simulated airborne return data of lengths 64, 128, 200, and 550. One salient feature of these prediction error power plots are that the difference between the P E P of order 1 and those of higher order are within 2.5dB. This means that any increase in the model order does not contribute significantly to any additional prediction error reduction.
These plots also show that the average P E P for a set of independent data realizations varies dramatically after the Nuttall upper bound. This indicates that the parameters for one data set applied to any independent data set have a relatively small variance for model orders less than the Nuttall limit. This shows that for short data sets, prediction error power analysis in conjunction with the Nuttall upper bound provide a crude indicator for the model order to use. 
Prediction Error Power
MCARM DATA
This section presents simulations using MCARM data. A typical AIC curve for this type of data is shown in Figure 6 Notice that this curve does not show the expected concave behavior since the data relatively short time support (128 time samples)
Simulation results show that the prediction error power decreases with respect to the model order. In some cases the prediction error power decreases from about 2dB to about 10dB. This might indicate that using a high model order will lead to a more accurate prediction of the data. However, the upper limit for the model order should not exceed 1.7 for the time support considered in these simulations. Moreover, if The data under study cell 200 for the different acquisitions and the average prediction error power was taken over :alizations. In particular, the independent realizations are those of range cells 120, 140, 160, 60, 280, and 300. Notice that all the plots show similar behavior as that of the simulated he average P E P for a set of independent realizations varies dramatically after a relatively er, except for acquisition #520 which do not show this general behavior. This unexpected be attributed to the terrain from which this data was obtained.
,USION results for the simulated and actual data sets indicate that the AIC model order selection le used cautiously for the time support considered in the airborne scenario. However, the r of the average prediction error power for independent realizations of both the simulated show that a low model order MAR model can be used. However, more research is needed ?oretical background of this heuristic observation. In addition, a n extension of the AIC to iional complex scenario and investigation of model order selection using other model order .n airborne data is needed. 
